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Cleanology appoints new COO to support growth plans 

 

Cleanology has appointed its first ever COO, to support the company’s national expansion 

programme. As Chief Operating Officer, Edd Horler will manage day-to-day operations 

across the UK, which run from Scotland to the South Coast.  

 

Dominic Ponniah, CEO at Cleanology, described the move as an essential strategy to 

ensure that the company maintains the same high level of service as it moves into new 

markets. The company has undergone rapid growth over the last year, expanding its 

customer base from three to 17 UK cities. 

 

Ponniah said: “It is important not to lose focus on the essential goals of delivering a high-

quality and efficient service as you scale the business. Over the next three years, we plan to 

build four regional hubs, and I’m absolutely delighted that Edd has joined Cleanology to 

support our growth journey and help manage increasingly complex operations.” 

 

Edd Horler has overseen large teams and projects for advertising giant JCDecaux and City 

Facilities, where he managed contracts for Asda and M&S. Horler said: “I was drawn to the 

entrepreneurial flair of Cleanology, along with values that I have been used to – client and 

customer-led principles, as well as environmental excellence, fair pay and placing real value 

on the work done by colleagues at every level of the business.” 

 

Moving forward, Horler said his role will be to support Cleanology as it grows, while also 

growing the team and increasing sustainability across the whole model. 

 

Meanwhile, Cleanology has also appointed Ryan Jex as Regional Director for the North – 

Cleanology’s fastest-growing business area. 



 

Jex will introduce Cleanology innovation and sustainability to a recent acquisition, as well as 

managing day-to-day operations in that region. Ponniah said: “With a unique blend of sales 

and operational experience, Ryan will be a fantastic addition to the team. He has a really 

good understanding of what is needed to deliver a premium service.” 
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For further information, please contact: 
Jonny Sharp 
Suzanne Howe Communications 
Tel: +44 (0) 7921 511155 
Email: jonny@suzannehowe.com 
Twitter: @suzannehowecomm 
Web: www.suzannehowe.com 
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Notes for editors:   
 
Established over 20 years ago, Cleanology provides professional office and commercial 
cleaning services, property maintenance and a wide range of support services across the 
UK. 
 
Clients include blue-chip corporates, royal palaces, and some of the world’s most famous 
brands. 
 
As a multi award-winning family business, Cleanology is now one of the most established 
companies in the industry, employing over 1,200 people with offices in London, Manchester, 
Scotland, Birmingham and Bristol. 
 
With a constant focus on technology, innovation, quality, sustainability and social 
responsibility, we are proud to be Living Wage Foundation accredited service providers, 
ISO:9001 accredited for quality and ISO:14001 accredited for environmental management 
as well as members of the prominent Green Organisation promoting environmental 
innovation and best practice. 
 
To find out more about Cleanology or for a free quote, please email: 
cleanology@cleanology.com or call 020 7582 8111. 
 
Visit: https://cleanology.com/services/office-cleaning/ 
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